
Napkin & Bottom-Up
High-precision folding and compact stacking of  
 small piece linen



Features 

- Jentrol MMI PLC control system & operating 

  panel incl. digital counters. 

- Pivotable inlet conveyor allows easy access  

  for service purposes. 

- By-pass of crossfolder for stacking only is 

  possible. 

- By-pass to rear table is possible. 

- Lane coupling for stacking function without  

  crossfolding is possible, e.g. for stacking 

  table linen having received lateral folds only. 

- Speed synchroneously adjusted to folder 

  placed in front of the machine. 

- Compact design and low height.

Options 

- Various lane widths in combination. 

- Centrering device on inlet conveyor. 

- Individual mode control per lane. 

- Conveyor system incl. tilting plates and  

  driven conveyor, or 

- Roll-off table to driven conveyor

Installation

JENSEN is pleased to assist you in planning

your laundry providing excellent consulting,

layouts and technical data. Authorized

JENSEN distributors or JENSEN engineers

should carry out the installation to ensure

the correct performance.

Service

In addition JENSEN provides an extraordinary

after sales service through a worldwide

network of highly qualified Sales and Service

Centres and distributors, all with their own

maintenance and spare parts services.

Call us...

JENSEN provides a complete range of heavy duty

equipment for the laundry industry, delivered and

installed according to your specifications. Please

do not hesitate to contact us for further advice

and information, or visit 

www.jensen-group.com.

Application

The Napkin folder is giving 1 half-fold          or 

alternatively the French Fold          by high-

precision, adjustable templates and knives 

well-known from the Butterfly family.

The Bottom-Up Stacker         stacks the pieces 

from the bottom and up, and carries out a sub-

sequent pressing action on the stack. The result  

is a very accurate and compact stack.  

Models

3, 4, or 5-lane models are available, and you 

can specify a system with various lane widths.

Furthermore it is possible to choose a mix of 

crossfold types, enabling French fold in some of 

the lanes, and half-fold in the remaining lanes. 

Capacity 

The Napkin/Bottom-Up follows any usual speed 

of folding of small piece linen up to  

30 m/min. Min. cyclus time is 2.5 second 

depending on the linen size. 

 

One half-fold 
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French fold  (2x1/3 fold) 

The JENSEN bottom-up stacking concept provides compact and very accurate stacking 

Max. linen length: 400 mm. (600 mm. on request) 
Max. linen width: 1050 mm. 
Min. linen width:    500 mm. (Half fold)
Min. linen width:    330 mm. (French fold)

Side view 


